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RACING THE CHEETAH
ITEMS NEEDED:
Remote control
Ball cap
Cowboy costumes
CHARACTER BREAKDOWN: 3M
CHARACTERS:
Roy and Biff - Cowboys
Dennis - A racing pig owner
Roy and Biff look off stage right, watching a cheetah in a pen on Biff’s property.
ROY: Wow. That’s a real cheetah.
BIFF: Yep.
ROY: Ever see him run?
BIFF: All the time.
ROY: Is he fast?
BIFF: Fastest animal on land.
ROY: How fast?
BIFF: Dale brought his radar gun over on his day off. We clocked him at 60.
ROY: Wow! That’s a $100 fine in these parts.
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BIFF: You gonna pull a cheetah over and give him a ticket?
ROY: I think I’ll pass.
BIFF: Me too.
ROY: So what do you feed him?
BIFF: About 150 pounds of meat three times a week.
ROY: Must be expensive.
BIFF: Naw, not at all. Matter of fact, I make money feeding him.
ROY: How?
Dennis enters stage left.
DENNIS: Excuse me, are you the guy with the cheetah on Craig’s List?
BIFF: Yes, sir.
DENNIS: I’m here with my world class racing pig to accept your race
challenge. Loser pays the winner two hundred bucks cash, right?BIFF:
Yes, sir.
ROY: You really gonna let your pig race a cheetah?
DENNIS: Yes, sir! Little McDonald here has never lost a race!
ROY: How much does he weigh?
DENNIS: About 150 pounds.
Roy does a double take.
BIFF: Okay, partner. Just step through that fence.
Dennis exits stage right.
DENNIS: (off) Through here?
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BIFF: That’s the way, pal. Let little McDonald in and latch it behind you.
DENNIS: (off) Okay.
BIFF: Ready?
DENNIS: He's ready.
BIFF: On your mark, get set, GO!
Biff pushes a button on a remote control. The cheetah is heard roaring and yowling.
Dennis: No! Run McDonald, Run!
BIFF: Well, I guess this time McDonald weren't exactly whatcha' call "fast food".
End.
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